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SYNOPSIS
Night in Tehran. A daydreaming cab driver falls in
love with a woman he can’t have, leading to a series
of encounters, filled with mystery and fantasy.

INTERVIEW WITH
ALI BEHRAD
How did you find the subject matter for your movie?
A couple of years ago, I was in a relationship. One day, talking to my
partner, I told her that the relationship l had with her in my mind was
much more fascinating than the relationship I had with the “real her”.
Time erases the fascination. I told her, jokingly: “Even if we break up,
my memory of our relationship in my dreams will be like the first time,
everlasting and absolute”.
This thought obsessed me and I decided to write a script and make my
first feature film.

The narrative structure of the film is original, a succession of sketches
with the same actors: one actor always plays the same character, the
other, the woman, embodies several persona. Why?
I often imagine singular people in eccentric situations so I can capture
the results of their striking reactions. The impulse often originates with
an arresting relationship. I can’t find what I expect from that real-world
relationship which is ordinary, so I slip into my dreams to reshape a new
relationship.

I believe that dreams are a complete contrast to lethargy. They’re rooted
in our conscious mind. I believe we should have fresh, breathtaking
experiences in our dreams. My sense of an active dream world was the
basis for this film. The surface world predictably seduces with its unity
but bores us to reassure us. In this film I tried to create the opposite. Even
the characters have no names. They’re unconnected and totally free to
be who they want to be and take us anywhere we want to go with them.
Love is above all about letting go and preferably going somewhere else,
somewhere more surprising, preferably a fun place, perhaps on another
planet where things are more poetic and joyful than the serious reality
we easily identify with.

Does the character of the woman exist or is she a projection and a
fantasy in the driver’s imagination? How did you mingle mystery and
fantasy?
She exists but appears only in the same location in 2 scenes. The driver
imagines and fantasizes the rest. The driver imagines and fantasizes the
rest. His creative inclination is so free that the succession of different
women getting in his car becomes The Woman, a figure embodying
All Women with their ramifications and subtleties. The metamorphosis
surpasses the model to explore a transfiguration with its multiple facets.
She is the same actress offering a diversity of characters to reach the
essence of femininity. Mystery and secrecy result from the oddities and
idiosyncrasies.

The dialogue and situations in the movie have a simultaneously comic
and tender tone. However, the topics covered (mourning, divorce,
sexuality, separation ...) are serious societal issues.
Serious issues, like the ones you mentioned, have to have a light quality
that mitigates their sadness and reduces sentimentality. It’s a bit like
the words tattooed on the man’s neck in the movie: “we grew up like a
rumor in the village”. I’m a believer in keeping it simple, on the edge of
naivety, which makes it easier to tackle complexities. Abstraction is also
a wonderful cinematic form. In my film, the characters have no names and
appear and vanish like magic, with the city having become mysteriously
silent, emptied, illuminated, allowing us to focus on the dialogue between
the woman and the man and their core conversation which builds the
oddities. It matters to show and not to explain so that the viewers have
their own intimate experiences and emotions. It’s similar to burlesque
and its relative, surrealism. These forms are precious gems that uplift
the mood, surprise us and bring laughter so that we don’t take ourselves
too seriously.

The taxi driver is a figure that we often find in the cinema, notably in Jim
Jarmush’s Night on earth, and of course, Jafar Panahi’s Taxi Teheran.
Are these films that have inspired you?
My source of inspiration has always been to be in love with life and in life
with love. I believe the films you mention resonate because their source
of inspiration was life itself, the true life of those filmmakers. Imagination
is rooted in tradition. My source of inspiration was my personal life--and
I should tell you, I have always enjoyed driving at night, in movement.

In fact, yes, I wanted to ask, why does the story take place at night?
Night is the passageway to dreams and imagination. We can’t really
dream during the day because we are preoccupied by our myriad of
concerns and issues. Night, darkness, shadow, silence, loneliness
are ideal spaces for imagination where nothing is clearly defined and
everything is possible, allowing re-creation and reinvention. There is no
limit for this intimate voyage into such free and infinite space.
Did you write the film and the female lead for Leila Hatami?
There are a few actresses in Iranian cinema that you can imagine in
your dreams. Leila Hatami is supreme among them. That’s a “yes” and
“absolutely”. My dream actress.

ALI BEHRAD

BIOGRAPHY & FILMOGRAPHY

Born in Tehran in 1987, Ali Behrad graduated as engineer.
He started attending cinema courses in 2009.
Imagine is his first feature.
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LEILA HATAMI BIOGRAPHY & FILMOGRAPHY
Born in Tehran, Leila Hatami grew up surrounded by cinema through her
family. Her mother, Zari Khoshkam, was a movie star before the Revolution.
Her father, Ali Hatami is still regarded as the icon of Iranian cinema and it
was in some of his films that Ms. Hatami appeared for the first time.
However, it was the title role of Dariush Mehrjui’s “LEILA” in 1998 that
brought her stardom in Iran and international attention outside. In 2002
she won the Best Actress Award in the Montreal World Film Festival for
her role in “The Deserted Station”. She then gained world recognition
with Asghar Farhadi’s “A SEPARATION” which brought her and her
partners the Silver Bear in the Berlinale, 2011. Since then her noted
performance in “THE LAST STEP” directed by Ali Mosaffa garnered a
Best Actress Award at the Karlovy Vary Festival 2012.
Ms. Hatami has appeared in other movies including ‘WHAT’S THE TIME
IN YOUR WORLD?” by Safi Yazdanian, “SUBDUED” (Rage Khab) by Hamid
Nematolah, “PIG” (Khook) by Mani Haghighi and “IMAGINE” (Tasavor) by
Ali Behrad.
“IMAGINE” has been selected by La Semaine de la Critique, Cannes
International Film Festival 2022.
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MEHRDAD SEDIGHIAN
BIOGRAPHY & FILMOGRAPHY

Mehrdad Sedighian was born February 19, 1989 in Tehran. He began
his career in cinema in 2006 with a main role in “ ASRE JOMEH” (Friday
Evening). Unfortunately the movie was banned in Iran for five years
due to its subject matter, issues of rape and sexual harassment, and Mr.
Sedighian could not get the exposure he had hoped for. However, he
managed to land his second part a year later and in 2007 he secured
the main role in “THE NIGHT BUS”, which won him nominations for Best
Actor at The Asia-Pacific Screen Awards, the Fajr Festival and the Iran
House of Cinema Annual Awards.
Since achieving that success, Mr. Sedighian has acted in 27 feature
films and six TV series. In 2017, as the lead of “ MAJARAYEH NIMROOZ”
(“Midday Adventures”), he earned nominations for Best Actor at the Fajr
Festival and the Iranian Film Critics and Writers Association’s annual
ceremony. He also won Best Actor at the International Sports Film
Festival in Iran for his performance in “SOONAMI” (Tsunami).
His most recent lead role is in “IMAGINE” by Ali Behrad.
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2007
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Mona Zandi Haghighi
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